
 After a successful US Tour of the first album “ EXILE “in 2016, the 

second album “HARDLINE”dedicated Phil Lynott”was recorded in 

London and supported by promotional tours in Europe & the US 
throughout 2017 - 2018 which gained increased album sales and 

audiences                                                                                                          

ReReturning to London after their third successful European tour of 

2018, Rollingexile went back in the studio recording the 3rd album 

Shadow Hero Rollingexile are now touring the new album through 

Europe+US in 2019/20  On The Shadow Hero Tour.                                                                                                                      

Frontman for Rollingexile Charlie began his musical journey in Dublin, 

performing with several bands including the legendary Berlin, also 

appearing in several books covering the Irish Rock scene not to men-

tion performing several gigs for U2 whilst deputising for Larry 

Mullins. 

Moving  to London following the break up of Berlin where he began 

writing and recording new material. During this time his friend guitar   

ist Mathew Ashman from “Adam+The Ants / Bow Wow Wow” brought 

him into the studio produced+ played on his first recording “Move                                                                                                                                

Taking a break from the music industry, Charlie made a return in 2010 

as a solo artist supporting The Boomtown Rats Roberts+Crowe on a 

European Tour. After the tour the first album Exile was recorded with 

numerous guest musicians including Garry Roberts from The 

Boomtown Rats. Soon after  Charlie formed  a band to tour & promote 

the EXILE album, this was the birth of ROLLINGEXILE  

Reflection EP can be described as a message of hope for the future. 
The two new tracks sound fresh and vibrant and a positive introduc-

tion to the new album. The future is looking safe with these guys. 

Pete’s Rock News+Views 

Hardline is a breath of fresh air... that showcases the beauty of 
melody & word, that reveals just how meaningful a 3 minute song can 
be Pete’s Rock News+Views 

The Hardline Album is brilliant rock,It brings back the good times of 
rock and roll, with its varied in genres, intros, and instrumental sound-
s.There are a lot of tracks that have a high chance of becoming 
worldwide hits,and they for sure deserve it.                                         
Chatsong Music . NL 
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